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WTC033.  Typed Letter dated 28.11.1943 from Alice Schwitzer in Budapest to 

MKS in London. Forwarded by Zigmund Deutsch in Portugal. Forwarding via a 

neutral country was the only way of sending letters between countries at 

war. Letters would anyway be liable to opening and checking by censors, so 

letter-writers were careful what they wrote. So Alice never uses full 

names, and at one point writes ‘departed’ when probably she means 

‘deported’. 

The original (typed) date has been overwritten in Zigmund Deutsch’s ink. In 

his footnote, Zigmund indicates the original date was 14.11.1943 (though he 

writes ambiguously to avoid a censor realising the letter has come from 

Hungary). The top of the letter appears to have been cut off, again to 

obscure its origination. 

Alice’s characteristic use of the dash after full stops (and occasionally 

after commas) has been removed in this translation, you can see her 

punctuation in the original. 

Alice opens by writing how much it means to her to get a letter from MKS. 

Times are very, very hard, she writes. She worries about how MKS and Jean 

are doing in London by themselves, saying she is poring over every word of 

they write to understand how they are. It is nearly five years since she 

saw them, and wonders how they are developing, saying these years are “lost 

from her life”. She has not received any news from Jean for a long time. 

She is reassured when she reads about MKS’s flat, but wants to know more 

about MKS’s job and whether he can use the title “Dr”; in any event she is 

proud of MKS’s achievements. 

She writes that “on the surface life continues calmly”, but that internally 

“it’s a struggle”. She keeps herself busy to minimise time for “brooding”: 

she attends lectures and language classes, and on Sundays goes for walks. 

Sometimes they go to the cinema or theatre in the evenings, and socialise 

with “their colony of old friends” [i.e. friends from Bratislava that have 

also moved to Budapest].  

Boris Polgar [Alice’s sister] has, after many attempts, finally got a 

travel permit to go from Hungary to Slovakia to see Grandfather Simon 

Szilard in Hlohovec. 

Anni [MKS’s sister] and [her husband] Pali are preparing the paperwork to 

ask for travel permits to come to Budapest for Christmas [which they 

succeeded in doing, see letter WTC039 reporting how they were able to spend 

Christmas together]. 

Both Alice and Ernö are well [earlier letters talk of Ernö’s ill-health, 

they read like anxiety from his forced unemployment]. 

On 1st November 1943, Anny, Pista Polgar and Leonka Schlesinger visited 

Simon Schwitzer’s mausoleum in Tepličky, and report that it was in good 

order and decorated with flowers. [It was 6 years since Simon Schwitzer had 

died. Later this same mausoleum would carry an ‘in memoriam’ tablet with 

five more names, including Anny’s and Leonka’s.]  This letter and 

specifically this visit is mentioned by MKS on MFTY Ch6 page 38, where MKS 

understands “Pista” as being Stefan Schwitzer, but given “Papa” or “Father” 

is used by Alice for every reference to MKS’s father (see 018, 028, 031, 

035, 039), I am certain she intended here Pista Polgar. 

Alice tells MKS to ask Jean and John to write to her. She wonders whether a 

photo had been attached to MKS’s last letter [if it had, it must have been 

removed by a censor]. She asks for a photo of MKS and John, whom she has 

never seen. She wonders how much longer the current situation will go on. 
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 [Page 1] 

 

My dear, good Matyi. 

It is very hard to find words to describe to you, my dearest, the immense joy that I am living in since 

receiving your letter from 29 October. Given that all words would appear artificial and cheesy, I 

prefer to let it be and leave it to you
1
 to judge what everything you write means to me. You must 

understand me regarding this. Everything is indeed accurately and truly as you feel and describe it. I 

only live in my thoughts for you
2
 and am happy that you feel the same. But times today are very, 

very hard for us all and I am certainly less strong than you. It is this weakness which sometimes 

makes it so difficult for me to be without a message from you. Of course, on this lucky occasion, 

when there is an opportunity
3
. It is all correct, the way you describe it. I know you and your dislike of 

showing emotions, your reserve to give yourself openly and let other people look behind your 

facade into your inner self. But for me there are sometimes grey, often hard and sometimes sad 

hours. Those are the hours during which one gets wavering and tears oneself apart. Hours during 

which one has so many questions that one can only answer oneself, and often one cannot answer 

them at all. In those hours I often lose even the safety and feeling that you
2
 are still the same and, 

more importantly, still the same
4
 for me. That is why I need your letters to read them again and 

again and to strengthen myself and lean on them. I am indeed the weaker one!! You, who shows 

compassion with everything, will surely understand that! 

 

                                                           
1
 Literal translation of “deinem Gefühl” = “your feel”: “(…) leave it to your feel/feelings to judge (…)”. 

2
 “you” plural.  The letter starts off addressing MKS individually but later often addresses more than one 

person, using the German pronouns “ihr, euch” rather than “du, dich”, etc, assuming MKS will share the letter 

with his sister Jean Bolton in London. English translation “you” obscures this distinction. 
3
 Incomplete sentence – presumably referring to the lucky opportunity of having a message passed on to her. 

4
 “die Alten” = literally: old ones 
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Remember that it was you
2
 who went so far away into a foreign world, exposed to so many immense 

and diverse impressions and influences. I on the other hand have stayed in my old environment with 

little change. It is not surprising that I sometimes begin to be afraid of how you
2
 all are absorbing 

and processing these factors which transform human beings. How I watch it with great joy, 

everything for your
5
 best! Nevertheless, it is possible that this leads you

2
 further away from me! Isn’t 

that true? God be thanked that this is not the case. If it has not happened until now, after such a 

long time, then I put my trust firmly in you
2
 that it will not happen in the future. 

 

 

Then there is something else. It is nearly five years that we have not seen each other and who 

knows, how long it is still going to take. For me, these are years that are lost from my life. And I have 

to think about the fact that I need to use my years sparingly. I am getting old and just now, when I 

can still interact with you intellectually and mentally, I am prevented from doing so. This thought 

vexes me very much and to get over this, I need your
5
 help! Also do not be annoyed if I become 

impatient with your frequently occurring silences, but understand me, my dear, good [son] and help 

me! 

 

 

I have not had any news from Susi
6
 for a long time, which worries me even more given that she is a 

better letter writer than you are, and you do not write anything about her either! Hopefully they are 

both in their home and in good health. 

                                                           
5
 “your” plural possessive.  English translation “your” obscures the distinction. 

6
 Jean Bolton 
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I had suspended writing for a while, since I was told erroneously that Mrs Margit and her husband 

had departed
7
. I was very unhappy about this and twice as happy when [her] long awaited letter 

arrived yesterday. 

 

 

What you write about your flat and accommodation has reassured me. Hopefully your partner is a 

nice guy. There is only one thing that I do not understand. In May you wrote to me that, after your 

passed exam, you would receive a title and with that a salary rise. Back then I thought you had 

become a “Dr”. But now you write that you are preparing for this. So what was the title that you 

received back then? We have been racking our brains about this even today with Uncle Pali, who 

could not come up with an explanation either. In any case, Dicki
8
, I am not underestimating your 

external successes and I am inwardly and outwardly – even if you do not like it – very proud of you. 

[Page 2] 

 

On the surface, our life continues at a calm pace, but internally one has to endure and struggle 

through a lot. However, God has given us strength for this up until now and I hope He will continue 

to do so. I am striving to occupy myself so much that I have as little time left as possible for 

brooding, and this wonderful method has worked very well for me. In the mornings I run my errands 

or occupy myself in my tiny household. I spent five afternoons in the week with attending lectures at 

the free college or attending language courses. On Sundays we tend to go for walks in the 

mountains. This usually only leaves the Saturday afternoon free. In the evenings we rarely go out, 

but it does happen that we go to the cinema or to the theatre. Most of the time, however, we are 

                                                           
7
 From her joy on discovering later it wasn’t true, “departed” here is almost certainly a euphemism for “been 

deported”.  On this basis, “aber” has been translated as “since” (rather than “but”). 
8
 Nickname for MKS, literally “tubby” 
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invited somewhere. But most of all the friends come up to us
9
. We have here a whole little colony of 

old friends. 

 

 

Today it was Uncle’s
10

 birthday. I gave him a pair of beautifully lined mittens and he gave me, on this 

occasion, a box of sweets. 

Aunt Boriska
11

 has, after many attempts, finally received her travel permit and so I hope that she will 

travel to grandfather
12

 soon to bestow at least this great joy on the poor old man. 

 

 

I am very sorry that I have not been able to see him and travel to him for such a long time. He is a 

very fragile
13

 old man. Pista
14

 is doing well again, now that he has a secure income from his 

business
15

. I’ve been told by Anny’s
16

 that Pali
17

 has got all his documents
18

 together already, and so 

we strongly hope that they can both travel here for Christmas. After so many sad Christmas Days, 

that would finally be a proper day to celebrate again. When will we make it to a real celebration 

together with you
2
 again? Will I [live long enough to] experience it? 

 

 

In terms of health we are both doing quite well. Uncle
10

 is unhappy with gaining weight, but, now 

that his stomach allows, he is relishing his food. 

                                                           
9
 “zu uns hinauf” = literal translation: to us up 

10
 Ernö Weisz’s 

11
 Boris Polgar, Alice’s sister 

12
 Simon Szilard, in Hlohovec, who was 82, and died naturally a year later.  

13
 “zusammengefallen” = literally: collapsed, fallen apart; broken old man. 

14
 Pista Polgar, Boris’s husband. See comment in summary box above re second ocurrence (visit to grave). 

15
 “Wirtschaft” = it isn’t clear what the word is exactly referring to. It could be his business (more general 

interpretation) or it could be a “Gastwirtschaft” = pub (more specific interpretation). 
16

 i.e. Anni & Pali 
17

 Pali Adler, Anni’s husband 
18

 “Schriften” = writings, probably the certificates and written requests needed to get the travel permits. 
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A sad piece of news. Aranka
19

, Franci’s mother, died a few weeks ago. I wrote to him and will write 

to him again now, as I always have to tell him everything about you. He is currently in service
20

. On 

All Soul’s Day
21

 Anny went to grandfather’s grave
22

 with Pista
14

 and Leonka
23

 and she wrote to me 

that the small chapel is kept beautifully in order and was decorated with many flowers. 

 

 

Please tell Mucki
24

 and John
25

 to write to me. Their last letter, of which I only received some extracts, 

dated from 31
 
August. That is already a long time ago and I am very sad when you

2
 do not write to 

me for such a long time. Even more so as the letters that you write arrive within such a short time, 

which gives me great pleasure. Do you
2
 both live very far apart from one another? Are you

2
 together 

very often? Are you good friends with John
25

? It seems to me as if something had been attached to 

your letter with a clip. Maybe it was photograph? I would so love to receive one from you
2
. You must 

have grown into a complete man by now, and what about Mucki!
24

 And John
25

 I have to picture only 

in my imagination. It is so hard! But I do not want to complain. Will wait and wait, if only I knew for 

how much longer. 

 

                                                           
19

 Aranka Munk, the mother of Franz Munk, a good friend of MKS. 
20

 “im Dienst” = not clear what kind of service is meant, probably military service 
21

 1
st

 November, the traditional day for Catholics to pay their respects to deceased releatives 
22

 Simon Schwitzer’s mausoleum in Tepličky 
23

 Leonka Schlesinger née Schwitzer, MKS’ aunt, Alice’s sister-in-law   
24

 Nickname for Jean Bolton.  May literally mean “sweetie”. 
25

 John Bolton 
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My most beloved Dicki
8
, again my warm, deepest thanks for all the comforting [words] which you 

wrote to me and which have given me new strength and perseverance. Send my kisses to Susi
6
 and 

John
25

 full of love and longing and feel kissed and hugged yourself in eternal love from me, who is 

constantly with you [in thoughts]  

[signed in her characteristic mauve ink]     Alice 

 

[handwritten note by Ernö Weisz, Alice’s partner] 

 

Mama has surpassed herself that she left me enough space to be able to tell you briefly how pleased 

we were about your letter. Repeat it quite often and my words of gratitude will become more 

legible. Feel cordially hugged, you
2
 three, and many times kissed, from your

5
 Ernö.  

 

[handwritten note down the side by Zigmund Deutsch in Portugal who forwarded the letter; direct 

mail was not possible between occupied Hungary and Britain at that time] 

 

We received the letter from 14 November today. Deutsch. 

Caldas da Rainha (Portugal) 28.11.1943 


